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We propose a scenario that generates the observed baryon asymmetry of the Universe through a
multistep phase transition in which SU(3) color symmetry is first broken and then restored. A spontaneous
violation of B − L conservation leads to a contribution to the baryon asymmetry that becomes negligible in
the final phase. The baryon asymmetry is therefore produced exclusively through the electroweak
mechanism in the intermediate phase. We illustrate this scenario with a simple model that reproduces the
observed baryon asymmetry. We discuss how future electric dipole moment and collider searches may
probe this scenario, though future electric dipole moment searches would require an improved sensitivity of
several orders of magnitude.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The origin of the cosmic matter-antimatter asymmetry
remains one of the outstanding open questions at the
interface of cosmology with particle and nuclear physics.
The Planck experiment determines that the baryon asym-
metry of the Universe (BAU) is [1]

nB
s
≡ YB ¼ ð8.59� 0.11Þ × 10−11 ð1Þ

where nB (s) is the baryon number (entropy) density. To
dynamically generate the BAU one must fulfil three
Sakharov conditions [2]: baryon number violation, C
and CP violation, and a departure from equilibrium. The
Standard Model (SM) cannot explain the matter-antimatter
asymmetry as it fails to provide sufficient CP violation
[3–5] and the required out-of-equilibrium conditions [6–9].
As such, many beyond SM scenarios have arisen to
accommodate this need.
For many years, electroweak baryogenesis (EWBG) has

been one of the most attractive scenarios for explaining
the BAU [10–12]. The main reason for this interest has
been its testable nature due to its strong connection with

the weak scale. However, successful electroweak baryo-
genesis requires new bosonic states with masses near the
weak scale and significant couplings to the Higgs boson in
order to generate a strongly first-order electroweak phase
transition (EWPT). One of the most widely considered
possibilities, the minimal supersymmetric standard model
(MSSM) with relatively light top squarks, appears to be in
considerable tension with LHC data, e.g., see [13,14]
(however, see also [15]). In this context, it is worth asking
if there are well-motivated and testable modifications to
the EWBG paradigm.
The rich landscape of phase structures in condensed

matter systems suggests that the thermal history of
symmetries in the Universe might be more exotic than
the conventional scenario involving a single instance
of electroweak symmetry breaking at a temperature
TEW ∼ 100 GeV. This possibility has been suggested in
Weinberg’s analysis of gauge symmetries at finite temper-
ature [16], and subsequently followed up by several
authors [17–26]. As observed in Ref. [16], for example,
Rochelle salt has the remarkable property of first under-
going a symmetry-breaking transition as the temperature
is lowered, followed by a symmetry-restoring transition at
lower temperature [27]. This raises the fascinating pos-
sibility that a similar phenomenon may occur in gauge
theories [16].
In light of this possibility and the constraints on the

EWBG paradigm, we consider a multistep phase transition
beginning with a symmetric Universe at high temperature,
followed by the spontaneous breaking of SUð3ÞC as the
Universe cools and ending with its subsequent restoration.
Although there have been studies of multistep phase
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transitions incorporating SUð3ÞC-breaking [7,23,25], only
the last has given a viable mechanism to break SUð3ÞC
symmetry and restore it at zero temperature.1

In this study, we follow the general setup of Ref. [25]
where SUð3ÞC-breaking is induced by colored scalars
obtaining a vacuum expectation value (vev) during the
first transition, which breaks both the color SUð3ÞC and
electroweak (EW) SUð2ÞL × Uð1ÞY symmetries of the SM.
This vev is then erased during the subsequent transition
to the present “Higgs phase,” wherein only the neutral
component of the Higgs doublet obtains a vev. We refer to
these two transitions as the color-breaking (CoB) and EW
phase transitions, respectively (though technically both
break EW symmetry). We develop a full working scenario
of baryogenesis under these conditions, which we refer to
as color-breaking baryogenesis (CoBBG). We will focus
our attention on the CP violation and charge transport
dynamics and not the dynamics of the phase transition that
was previously studied in Ref. [25].
To demonstrate this new paradigm, we introduce two

new scalar fields, C1;2, that are charged under SUð3ÞC as
well as SUð2ÞL × Uð1ÞY . In order to prevent the existence
of stable colored relics, we take these fields to interact with
the standard model as leptoquarks through Yukawa-type
interactions. With this field content, the thermal history of
symmetry breaking is

SUð3ÞC × SUð2ÞL ×Uð1ÞY
→
T1SUð2ÞC ×Uð1ÞX1

× Uð1ÞX2

→
T2SUð3ÞC ×Uð1ÞEM; ð2Þ

where X1;2 denote two independently conserved U(1)
charges during the CoB phase that accompany a residual
color SUð2ÞC symmetry. The BAU is generated during the
first phase transition at temperature T1, with the Sakharov
conditions realized as follows:
(1) Baryon number conservation is violated in two

ways: the usual electroweak sphalerons anomalously
violating Bþ L and spontaneous violation of B − L
in the color-breaking phase, since the leptoquark
fields Cj carry B − L.

(2) The leptoquark-quark-lepton Yukawa couplings
contain new CP-violating complex phases that
source the generation of charge asymmetries during
the first transition.

(3) The spontaneous breaking of SUð3ÞC symmetry
proceeds via a strongly first order phase transition,
resulting in nucleation of CoB bubbles and, thereby,
satisfying the out-of-equilibrium requirement.

During the second transition at temperature T2, the BAU
produced during the first step inside the CoB phase is
transferred to the Higgs phase. So long as the second
transition does not permit re-excitation of the unbroken
phase EW sphalerons or injection of significant entropy, the
first phase BAU will not be washed out or diluted when the
second transition occurs.
During the first step, the BAU produced via electroweak

sphalerons is directly analogous to EWBG. Electroweak
sphalerons are unsuppressed in the symmetric phase. CP
violating interactions with the walls of the expanding CoB
phase bubbles creates a total left handed number density
that biases the sphalerons at the bubble exteriors. This
produces a net Bþ L asymmetry, some of which is swept
up by the advancing bubble wall. For a sufficiently strong
first-order CoB transition, the broken phase EW sphaleron
transitions will be sufficiently quenched by the Cj vevs so
as to preclude washout of the Bþ L asymmetry.
The second mechanism for violating baryon number

conservation involves the spontaneous violation of B − L
number conservation by the Cj vevs. The total B − L inside
and outside the bubble is zero; however, a nonzero B − L
density is trapped inside the expanding bubble. The size of
this contribution, however, is negligible as the B − L
density relaxes to zero within a trillionth of the Hubble
length at the time of nucleation and will continue to diffuse.
On the other hand, the Bþ L asymmetry is effectively
conserved deep within the color-broken phase and persists
into the electroweak phase. The net BAU is, thus, domi-
nated by the conventional Bþ L generating EWBG
mechanism. We find that given the present phenomeno-
logical constraints from collider searches and electric
dipole moments, the resulting BAU can be comparable
in magnitude to the observed asymmetry.
We organize our discussion of this scenario as follows.

In Sec. II we define our exact choice of model to illustrate
this scenario and Sec. III elaborates on the symmetry-
breaking patterns associated with the multistep phase
transition. In Sec. IV we analyze all issues of charge
transport including local equilibrium considerations, der-
ivation of quantum transport equations, and our results
including the contribution from the electroweak mecha-
nism. Section V discusses the zero temperature phenom-
enology before we conclude in Sec. VI.

II. THE MODEL

Our illustrative model consists of the SM plus two scalar
leptoquark fields, C1;2, that must be charged under SUð3ÞC
and SUð2ÞL in order to catalyze a CoB phase transition
and quench electroweak sphalerons during this transition.
In general, there are three scalar leptoquark representations
that couple to SM fermions and have nontrivial SUð2ÞL
quantum numbers [28], ð3; 3Þ−1=3, ð3; 2Þ7=6, and ð3; 2Þ1=6.
We seek a model that has the minimum number of free

1We note that Ref. [25] did not analyze the strength of the
phase transition or which parts of the parameter space have
sufficiently fast tunneling. A detailed investigation into color
breaking phase transitions is the subject of ongoing research.
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parameters, is least constrained phenomenologically, and
does not enable any baryon number–violating processes at
zero temperature.
The ð3; 3Þ−1=3 representation does not pass these require-

ments as it couples to both QLQL and Q†
LL

†
L, violating

baryon number explicitly at tree level. The ð3; 2Þ7=6
representation admits an enhanced μ → eγ rate by virtue
of it coupling to both Q†

LeR and u†RLL. The same enhance-
ment also appears in 1-loop logarithmically divergent
contributions to the charged lepton mass matrix, leading
to nontrivial naturalness constraints even if the leptoquarks
only couple to third generation particles [29]. In contrast,
the ð3; 2Þ1=6 representation only couples to d†RLL, so it is
not subject to the above phenomenological constraints.
Furthermore, it has no perturbative baryon number viola-
tion and can catalyze gauge-coupling unification [30]. We
therefore use this representation to illustrate the mechanism
of CoBBG.
Given the quantum numbers of the C1;2 fields, we denote

them as

Cjα ¼
 

χ2=3jα

χ−1=3jα

!
j ¼ 1; 2 ð3Þ

where Roman and Greek subscripts indicate the field
and SUð3ÞC indices, respectively, while superscripts re-
present the electromagnetic charges of the SUð2ÞL com-
ponent fields. The most general Yukawa interaction for this
representation is

LY ⊃ d̄αRðY1C1α þ Y2C2αÞLþ H:c: ð4Þ

where flavor indices have been suppressed and the SUð2ÞL
contraction is

CjαL≡ χ2=3jα eL − χ−1=3jα νL: ð5Þ

The 3 × 3 Yukawa matrices, Y1 and Y2, couple right-
handed down-type quarks (dR, sR, bR) to left-handed
leptons (eL, μL, τL) and neutrinos (νeL; νμL; ντL). These
new Yukawa matrices are arbitrary. However, the absence
of large flavor-changing neutral currents (FCNC) combined
with LHC constraints being significantly more stringent for
leptoquarks coupled to first- or second-generation fermions
[31] suggests a hierarchical structure where b̄R-ντL cou-
plings are dominant. Consequently, we take

Yi ¼ diagð0; 0; ỹiÞ; ð6Þ

where the zeros here indicate subleading couplings that we
neglect in our analysis. Consequently, there is only one
rephasing invariant CP phase, and it is the relative phase

Imðỹ�1ỹ2Þ. This is the minimum structure necessary to
illustrate the CoBBG mechanism.
Note that in Ref. [25] it was found that in order to have a

phenomenologically viable scenario where color symmetry
is broken and restored, one requires there to be gauge
singlets in the model. The gauge singlet allows the
leptoquark mass to be a TeV or higher and can result in
the leptoquark mass during the color-breaking phase to
substantially differ from its zero temperature value in the
standard model phase. In this paper we ignore gauge
singlets and leave such features to future work.

III. SPONTANEOUS SYMMETRY BREAKING
OF SUð3ÞC × SUð2ÞL × Uð1ÞY

In this section we describe the pattern of spontaneous
symmetry breaking during the multistep phase transition. It
is necessary to understand this pattern as the presence of
conserved gauge symmetries during the CoB phase will be
used to make significant simplifcations in the next section.
Without loss of generality, we choose the orientation of

the color-breaking vevs such that the shifted Cj fields are 
χ2=3jα

χ−1=3jα

!
→

 
χ2=3jα

φjδ
3
α þ σ−1=3jα

!
j ¼ 1; 2 ð7Þ

where φj are the vevs and the δ3α singles out a direction in
SUð3ÞC space. In order to identify the symmetry-breaking
pattern, we examine the gauge boson mass spectrum in the
CoB phase.
Neglecting fluctuations around the vevs, the gauge boson

mass spectrum is given byX
j

jDμhCjαij2

¼ φ2
CB

2
64e2SðGþ;45

μ G−;45μ þ Gþ;67
μ G−;67μÞ þ e2WW

þ
μ W−μ

þ ðW3
μ Bμ G8

μ Þ
M2

2

0
B@

W3μ

Bμ

G8μ

1
CA
3
75 ð8Þ

where φ2
CB ≡ φ2

1 þ φ2
2 and the hypercharge, weak, and

strong gauge couplings have been normalized as

ðeY; eW; eSÞ≡
�
gY=

ffiffiffi
2

p
; gW=

ffiffiffi
2

p
; gS=

ffiffiffi
2

p �
: ð9Þ

The G�;ij
μ ≡ 1ffiffi

2
p ðGi

μ ∓ iGj
μÞ fields correspond to the

well-known SUð3ÞC generators of isospin (ij ¼ 12),
U spin (ij ¼ 45), and V spin (ij ¼ 67), while the
W� ≡ 1ffiffi

2
p ðW1

μ ∓ iW2
μÞ fields correspond to the familiar

generators of weak isospin.
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The 3 × 3 mass matrix takes the form

M2 ¼

0
BBB@

e2W − eWeY
3

2eWeSffiffi
3

p

− eWeY
3

e2Y
9

− 2

3
ffiffi
3

p eSeY
2eWeSffiffi

3
p − 2

3
ffiffi
3

p eSeY
4
3
e2S

1
CCCA: ð10Þ

This matrix has only one nonzero eigenvalue, implying the
presence of two unbroken and one broken U(1) gauge
symmetries present in the CoB phase. We denote the
corresponding three mass eigenstate fields as

ðX1μ; X2μ; X3μÞT ¼ UðW3
μ; Bμ; G8

μÞT ð11Þ

where U diagonalizes M2. While X1μ and X2μ remain
massless, mediating long-range forces associated with the
unbroken symmetries Uð1ÞX1

and Uð1ÞX2
, X3μ develops a

mass

m2
X3

¼ φ2
CB=9ð12e2S þ 9e2W þ e2YÞ ð12Þ

and thus mediates a short-range force associated with the
broken Uð1ÞX3

symmetry. The corresponding charge gen-
erators of these U(1) symmetries are given by

QX1
¼ T8 −

2ffiffiffi
3

p τ3

QX2
¼ τ3 þ 3Y

QX3
¼ T8 þ

ffiffiffi
3

p

2

e2W
e2S

τ3 −
1

2
ffiffiffi
3

p e2Y
e2S

Y: ð13Þ

The charges QX1
and QX2

are conserved in both the
symmetric and color-broken phase. The gauge fields
corresponding to the SUð3ÞC isospin generators are
missing from Eq. (8) and thus remain massless, indicating
the existence of an unbroken SUð2ÞC subgroup of SUð3ÞC
in the CoB phase. This situation effectively distinguishes
color state q3 from q1, q2, indicating that its dynamics
should be treated separately in the CoB phase. This
situation is represented graphically in Fig. 1 and further
clarified in Sec. IVA. In Sec. IV B we will study the

charge transport dynamics of each independent color
separately.

IV. BARYOGENESIS

The BAU calculation is performed in two steps. First, we
analyze charge transport dynamics of the relevant number
densities in order to calculate the space-time varying B − L
and chiral charge densities generated during the strongly
first-order CoB phase transition. Second, we calculate the
total left-handed number density that biases the sphalerons
resulting in a Bþ L asymmetry via the EWBGmechanism.
Combining the results of contributions yields the net BAU
in the CoB phase.
The dynamics of particle number densities during a

first-order phase transition is a highly non-Markovian
process that depends on the entire history of the system. In
particular, “memory effects” can lead to a resonant boost
of both CP-violating sources and CP-conserving relax-
ation terms that result from interactions with the space-
time varying vacuum [32–35]. Recall that our model
contains a new, T ¼ 0 rephasing invariant within the
leptoquark interaction that results in a new CP-violating

(CPV) and (B − L)-violating (BLV) source SðCPV;BLVÞi for
the transport equations

∂μj
μ
i ¼ −

X
j

Γijμj þ SðCPV;BLVÞi ð14Þ

where jμi and μi are the charge current density and
chemical potential, respectively, of particle species i,
and Γij are the rates of interactions between species i
and j.
The computation of the SðCPV;BLVÞi is, in general, quite

subtle, and there remain a number of open theoretical issues
for the CPV sources involving fermions (for a discussion,
see, e.g., Ref. [11] and references therein). The general
framework we adopt is the Schwinger-Keldysh closed time
path formalism [36–41]. We will work with the vev
insertion approximation (VIA), wherein we treat space-
time varying vevs appearing in the b-ν mass matrix
perturbatively to lowest nontrivial order. The diagrammatic

representation of SðCPV;BLVÞi in the VIA is shown Fig. 2. We
expect that the VIA gives a reasonable guide to the
magnitude of the CPV effects and allows one to see
structure of the dynamics in our scenario. A more refined
treatment including full accounting for flavor oscillations
and vev-resummations is in progress [33,34,42,43], and it
remains unclear as to whether the VIA yields an overesti-
mate or underestimate. Consequently, we will take our
results as indicative of the magnitude of the BAU in our set
up and not as numerically definitive.
With these caveats in mind, we apply the techniques in

Refs. [35,44], and we obtain

FIG. 1. The interaction pattern of gauge fields corresponding to
SUð3ÞC generators of isospin (G�;12

μ ), U spin (G�;45
μ ), and V spin

(G�;67
μ ) and fields in the fundamental triplet representation.
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SðCPV;BLVÞb ¼ −SðCPV;BLVÞνL

¼ Im½ỹ1ỹ2�
π2

v2CBðzÞ
∂ζðzÞ
∂t

Z
∞

0

k2dk
ωνLωb

× Im

�
ðEνLEb þ k2Þ

�
nfðEνLÞ þ nFðEbÞ

ðEνL þ EbÞ2
�

þ ðEνLE
�
b − k2Þ

�
nfðEνLÞ − nFðE�

bÞ
ðE�

b − EνLÞ2
��

: ð15Þ

Here, tan ζðzÞ is the ratio of the vevs of the colored scalars,
φ2ðzÞ=φ1ðzÞ, nF is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function,
ωi ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2 þm2

i

p
, and Ei ≡

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2 þm2

i

p
− iΓi withmi and Γi

representing the fully corrected thermal mass and width of
state i.2

Denoting the chemical potentials of the left-handed tau
neutrino and the third color component of the right-handed
bottom quark as μντL and μb3 , respectively, we can write the
CP-conserving relaxation term associated with Fig. 2 as

SCP ¼ ðμντL − μb3RÞΓM ð16Þ

with

ΓM ¼ jỹ1φ1ðzÞ þ ỹ2φ2ðzÞj2
2π2T

Z
∞

0

k2dk
ωνωb

× Im

�
ðEνLEb þ k2Þ

�
hFðEνLÞ þ hFðEbÞ

EνL þ Eb

�

− ðEνLE
�
b − k2Þ

�
hFðEνLÞ þ hFðE�

bÞ
E�
b − EνL

��
ð17Þ

and

hFðxÞ ¼ ex=T=ð1þ ex=TÞ2: ð18Þ

With these sources in hand, we now analyze the transport
equations (14) in detail. A particle’s dynamics are impor-
tant if it is able to diffuse ahead of the advancing bubble
wall. The diffusion time is characterized by a diffusion
constant Di (see below) and the bubble wall velocity vw:
τdiff ¼ D=v2w ∼ 104=T [46] for vw on the order of 0.05.
This time scale is typically shorter than the inverse rate for
the EW sphalerons to convert the left-handed number
density nL into Bþ L, τEW ∼ Γ−1

EW ∼ 105=T, where ΓEW ≈
120α5WT and αW is the SUð2ÞL fine structure constant[47].
Consequently, we may decouple the equations for nL and
Bþ L generation to a reasonable approximation.
Following Ref. [35], we assume a planar bubble wall

profile so that charge densities are functions only of their
displacement z ¼ jx⃗ − v⃗wtj from the bubble wall in its rest
frame, where x⃗ is the coordinate in the plasma rest frame
and where the z < 0 (z > 0) region corresponds to the (un)
broken phase. We also apply Fick’s law to make the

replacement jμi ≡ ðni; j⃗iÞ → ðni;−Di∇⃗niÞ. Here, ni is the
charge density and Di is the diffusion constant which
describes how ni is transported away from the bubble wall.
Assuming μi=T ≪ 1, the chemical potentials are related to
the charge densities as ni ¼ ðT2=6Þkiμi þOðμi=TÞ3 where
the ki factor counts the effective degrees of freedom of
species i in the plasma. These ki factors are

ki ¼ gi
6

π2

Z
∞

mi=T
dxx

ex

ðex � 1Þ2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 −m2

i =T
2

q
ð19Þ

where gi counts the number of internal degrees of
freedom for species i and mi is the effective mass of
particle i at temperature T. By searching for steady-s
tate solutions that only depend on z, we can make the

replacements ∂niðzÞ=∂t → vwn0iðzÞ and ∇⃗2niðzÞ → n00i ðzÞ
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to z
and vw ≡ ∂z=∂t is the velocity of the bubble wall. After
these modifications, the Boltzmann equations become a
coupled set of second-order differential equations for the
charge densities niðzÞ with one such equation for each
independent particle species coupled to the baryon- and
CP-violating source in the plasma.

A. Local equilibrium considerations

The spontaneous breaking of SUð3ÞC symmetry implies
that one needs to consider the transport dynamics of each
color separately. A significant simplification can be made if
the dynamics of color and weak isospin singlets can be
separated from multiplets. This is what we endeavor to
achieve in this section. The only assumption wewill require
is that we are in a section of parameter space where gauge
interactions are fast enough compared to the inverse of the
diffusion rate which is controlled by the velocity of the

FIG. 2. Interaction between the left-handed tau neutrino and the
right-handed 3rd color bottom quark with space-time varying
vacuum. This interaction is responsible for new CP-violating
source.

2In principle, one can have CP-violating sources resulting
from CP violation in the scalar potential, e.g., see [45]. However,
for the purposes of this paper, we only consider the CP-violating
source listed in Eq. (15).
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advancing bubble wall, ΓD ∼ v2W=D [48]. For the sake of
simplicity we will also assume that scalar interactions
involving both colored scalars are also fast enough com-
pared to a diffusion rate to equilibrate the two

nQ ¼
X
i

ntLi þ nbLi

nT ¼
X
i

ntRi

nB ¼
X
i

nbRi

nU ¼
X
i

ncRi

nL ¼ nτL þ nντL
nH ¼ nHþ þ nH0

nC ¼ 1

2

�X
iα

nχ2=3iα
þ nχ−1=3iα

�
ð20Þ

where the above species are the left-handed third-generation
quark doublet; the right-handed top, bottom, and charm; the
third-generation left-handed lepton doublet; the Higgs
doublet; and the combined colored scalar densities, respec-
tively. Note that i ∈ ð1; 2; 3Þ is an SUð3ÞC index and α ∈
ð1; 2Þ is an index for the species of leptoquark.
Let us begin with making use of gauge interactions. We

will denote the chemical potentials of the two components
of an arbitrary SUð2ÞL doublet as μ↑ and μ↓, respectively.
Also, let us denote the three components of an arbitrary
color triplet as μi for i ∈ 1; 2; 3. The remaining SUð2ÞC
symmetry results in a local equilibrium relation between
the first two colors,

μ1 ¼ μ2: ð21Þ
The result of this is that there are only two independent
colors. We can therefore write all components of the
SUð3ÞC triplet can be written as a linear combination of
the color singlet and octet state which we denote as μ8 and
μS, respectively,�

μS

μ8

�
¼
�

2 1

1ffiffi
3

p − 1ffiffi
3

p

��
μ1;2

μ3

�
ð22Þ

where μ1;2 represents either color since they are in
equilibrium.
The assumption of local gauge equilibrium for massive

gauge results in the following relations between chemical
potentials:

μ1 − μ3 ¼
1ffiffiffi
3

p μ8 ¼ μG45

μ2 − μ3 ¼
1ffiffiffi
3

p μ8 ¼ μG67

μ↑ − μ↓ ≡ Δμ ¼ −μW; ð23Þ

where μ↑ (μ↓) denotes the chemical potential for any weak
isodoublet with third component þ1=2 (−1=2). The first
two lines in Eq. (23) imply

μG45
¼ μG67

≡ μG: ð24Þ

Similarly, any chemical potential of the form Δμ is equal to
−μW . Therefore, the densities of all gauge multiplets in the
network of transport equations for color and SUð2ÞL
singlets can be written in terms of massive gauge boson
densities.
Next,weuse theCoBphase conservation laws to eliminate

the massive gauge boson densities from all transport equa-
tions for color and SUð2ÞL singlets. Recall from Sec. III that
there are the two charges QX1;2

conserved in the CoB phase.
To make use of a conservation law, one must set the sum of
the charge asymmetry for all particle species to zero. For
example, in the case of the QX1

conservation we have

X
i∈particles

QX1

�
6ni
T2

�
¼

X
i∈particles

QX1
μiki ¼ 0: ð25Þ

We find for QX1
the simple relationship

μG ¼ −μW: ð26Þ

This allows us to eliminate the μG in terms of μW . Next we
consider QX2 conservation. Using Eqs. (23), (24), and (26)
we obtain

μW ¼ 3

16

�
1

6
μQL

þ2

3
μtR −

1

3
μbR −

1

2
μLþμHþ2

3
μC

�
; ð27Þ

which can be used to eliminate μW . We have now achieved
our goal of writing μ8 and Δμ in terms of gauge singlet
densities.
There exists one additional relationship that allows us to

eliminate one more chemical potential. In the CoB phase,
the scalar fluctuations about the CoB vevs are real scalars
that can no longer carry any charge, implying vanishing of
their chemical potentials,

μχ−1=3α3
¼ 0 ð28Þ

with α ∈ ð1; 2Þ denoting the leptoquark species.
Using Eqs. (22), (23), (24), and (26) we can derive the
relation

μC ¼ −7μW: ð29Þ

Substituting into Eq. (27) and solving for μC allows us
eliminate the leptoquark chemical potential in favor of the
quark, lepton, and Higgs chemical potentials appearing in
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Eq. (27). Thus, the final set of Boltzmann equations need
not contain either μW or μC.
To conclude this section we briefly comment on the

strong sphaleron rate. Strong sphaleron transitions convert
left-handed quarks into right-handed quarks and vice versa.
Since we are breaking SUð3ÞC through a strongly first-
order phase transition, the sphaleron rate for the third color
gets suppressed in the CoB phase by a factor controlled
by the sphaleron energy, Γsph ∼ exp½−ESph=T�, where the
sphaleron energy itself is proportional to the color-breaking
vev, vcb. Therefore, we can ignore strong sphaleron
transitions for the third color. The linear combination of
chemical potentials that multiply the remaining SUð2ÞC
sphaleron rate Γð2Þ

SS in the transport equations is just

μL1 þ μL2 − μR1 − μR2: ð30Þ

Using Eqs. (22) and (23), one finds that the contributions
from the color octets cancel. Recall that we assume that
local baryon number is conserved for the first two gen-
erations of particles. The result is that Eq. (30) can be
written in the form

μLi − μRi ¼ 2ð8μU þ μT þ μB − 2μQÞ: ð31Þ

B. Quantum transport equations

We now derive the Boltzmann equations for all relevant
color and SUð2ÞL singlets. To that end, we first construct
the Boltzmann equations for the color and isospin compo-
nents of each field, adding them together to obtain the
equations for the color and SUð2ÞL singlet densities. To
illustrate, consider the right-handed b-quark singlet charge
density nB. Following the steps laid out in the previous
subsection we obtain the following equations for the two
independent charge densities nb1R and nb3R :

∂μj
μ
b1R

¼ −2Γχ2=3ðμb1R − μχ2=3
1

− μτLÞ ð32aÞ

− 2Γχ−1=3ðμb1R − μχ−1=3
1

− μντLÞ
− Γð2Þ

SS

X
i¼gen

ðμu1iR þ μd1iR − μu1iL − μd1iLÞ;

∂μj
μ
b3R

¼ −2Γχ2=3ðμb3R − μχ2=3
3

− μτLÞ
− 2Γχ−1=3ðμb3R − μντLÞ − ΓMðμb3R − μντLÞ
þ SðCPV;BLVÞ ð32bÞ

where Γχ2=3 ;Γχ−1=3 are the 3-body rates stemming from the

Yukawa interactions in Eq. (4) and Γð2Þ
SS is the strong

sphaleron rate associated with nonperturbative SUð2ÞC
gauge interactions.

Since the gluons associated with SUð2ÞC only mediate
interactions between the first two components of a SUð3ÞC
triplet, the strong sphaleron interactions connected with
SUð2ÞC have no effect on any charge densities correspond-
ing to the third color. Both the 2-body CP-conserving rate
ΓM and the baryon- and CP-violating source term
SðCPV;BLVÞ originate from the interactions with the CoB
vev and thus only appear in Eq. (32b). Moreover, the
chemical potential μχ−1=3

3

has vanished due to the formation

of CoB vevs. As a consequence, the combination μb3R − μντL
is relaxed by both 3-body, Γχ−1=3 , and 2-body, ΓM, inter-
action rates in Eq. (32b). The factors of two in front of the
Γχ2=3 and Γχ−1=3 rates represent the contributions from both
doublets C1 and C2 whose individual isospin components
have been equilibrated by potential operators.
Before taking the singlet combination of Eqs. (32a) and

(32b), we simplify them by assuming that all χ fields have
the same mass, implying that all 3-body rates are equal up
to the (relatively negligible) difference between the τL and
ντL thermal masses, i.e., Γχ2=3 ¼ Γχ−1=3 ≡ ΓC. The singlet
combination is

∂μj
μ
B ≡ 2∂μj

μ
b1R

þ ∂μj
μ
b3R

¼ −
�
1

6
ðΓC þ ΓMÞð2μB − μC − 3μLÞ

þ 2

3
Γð2Þ
SS ð8μU þ μT þ μB − μQÞ

�
þ SðCPV;BLVÞ

ð33Þ
where μC ≡Pαðμχ2=3α

þ μχ−1=3α
Þ. Here, we have taken ad-

vantage of all equilibrium relations derived in Sec. IVA to
write the right-hand side of Eq. (33) entirely in terms of
weak isospin and color singlets. Note that to this point we
have factored out a factor of 3(2) from the k factors to
account for the components of color triplets (isospin
doublets). We now reabsorb these factors into the k factors
appearing in our Boltzmann equations. The final form then
becomes

vwB0 −DqB00 ¼ −ðΓC þ ΓMÞ
�
B
kB

−
C
kC

−
L
kL

�

þ 2Γð2Þ
SS

�
8U
kU

þ T
kT

þ B
kB

−
2Q
kQ

�

þ SðCPV;BLVÞ; ð34Þ
where we have expressed the left-hand side of the
Boltzmann equation in terms of the singlet density as
described in Sec. IV.
Following the steps laid out above for all other inde-

pendent charge densities in Eq. (20), we obtain

vwU0 −DqU00 ¼ −2Γð2Þ
SS ESS ð35aÞ
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vwT 0 −DqT 00 ¼ −2Γð2Þ
SS ESS − ΓHEH ð35bÞ

vwQ0 −DqQ00 ¼ 4Γð2Þ
SS ESS þ ΓHEH ð35cÞ

vwH0 −DLH00 ¼ ΓHEH ð35dÞ

vwB0 −DqB00 ¼ −2Γð2Þ
SS ESS − ðΓC þ ΓMÞEM

þ SðCPV;BLVÞ ð35eÞ

vwL0 −DLL00 ¼ ðΓC þ ΓMÞEM − SðCPV;BLVÞ ð35fÞ

EH ≡
�
T
kH

−
Q
kQ

−
H
kH

�
; EM ≡

�
B
kB

−
C
kC

−
L
kL

�

ESS ≡
�
8U
kU

þ T
kT

þ B
kB

−
2Q
kQ

�
ð36Þ

where

C ¼ −
7

10

�
1

6
Qþ 2

3
T −

1

3
B −

1

2
LþH

�
; ð37Þ

obtained through the combination of Eqs. (29) and (27).
Note that we have assumed the rate for EW sphalerons is

much slower than all other rates considered thus far and
have, thus, not included the EW sphaleron transition terms
in computing the densities.3 Consequently, the transport
equations should conserve Bþ L. This conservation is
manifest for the third-generation fermions, as one can see
by adding Eqs. (35b), (35c), (35e), (35b) and noting that the
transport equation for the right-handed leptons has a
vanishing rhs. For the first- and second-generation fer-
mions, we note that (a) the transport equation for the first-
and second-generation down-type right-handed quarks has
the same form as Eq. (35a) but with U → D; (b) the
equation for the first- and second-generation left-handed
quark doublets has the same form as Eq. (35c) but with
vanishing ΓH; (c) the transport equations for the first- and
second-generation left-handed and right-handed leptons
also have a vanishing rhs. Consequently, Bþ L is locally
conserved for the first and second generations as well in the
limit of vanishing EW sphaleron rate.
In Eqs. (35a), (35b), (35c), (35e), the numerical value of

the diffusion constant, Dq, for all quark states depends
on whether SUð3ÞC or SUð2ÞC is the conserved color
symmetry. However, for simplicity, we assume the value
Dq ¼ 6=T throughout, obtained in SUð3ÞC conserving
calculations, while for DL we take 100=T [49,50].

The set of transport coefficients excluding the relaxation
term which was already given in Eq. (17) are

ΓH ¼ 36y2t
T2

IFðmtR; mQ;mCÞ þ 0.13αsT ð38Þ

ΓC ¼ 144jỹ1j2
T2

IFðmbR;mL;mCÞ þ 0.52jỹ1j2αsT: ð39Þ

The relaxation rates ΓH and ΓC depend on the function
IF [51] that characterizes the 3-body decays, tR → QþH
and bR → Lþ C, respectively, and a 4-body scattering
contribution proportional to αs. Note that, in regions of
mass parameter space where IF due to kinematic blocking,
the 4-body term remains nonzero. Also note that for the
sake of simplicity we have restricted ourselves to the case
where ỹ1 ¼ ỹ2.
Finally, we consider the nonperturbative SUð2ÞC strong

sphaleron rate Γð2Þ
SS . In Ref. [52], the NC dependence of the

strong sphaleron rate was explored. By following their
results, we identify the numerical value of the SUð2ÞC
strong sphaleron rate to be roughly Γð2Þ

SS ≃ 9α4sT.
In the next section, we present our solution of the

Boltzmann equations and discuss how this is related to
the determination of YB in CoBBG.

C. Solving the quantum transport equations
and results

We begin by discussing the parametrization of the set of
Boltzmann equations. In principle, the numerical values of
all coefficients and source terms in Eq. (35f) are para-
metrized by 6 unknown model parameters: two tree-level
masses [mHðTÞ; mCðTÞ] and two complex Yukawa cou-
plings (ỹ1; ỹ2). However, only the relative phase, δ, is
physically relevant. Moreover, for simplicity, we assume
that both Yukawa couplings have equal magnitudes
ỹ≡ jỹ1j ¼ jỹ2j. Under these assumptions, the prefactors
in Eqs. (15) and (16) become

Imðỹ1ỹ�2Þðφ1 _φ2 − φ2 _φ1Þ ¼ ỹ2 sin δ_ζφ2
CB and

jỹ1φ1 þ ỹ2φ2j2 ¼ ỹ2φ2
CBð1þ sinð2ζÞ cos δÞ; ð40Þ

respectively, where we remind the reader that φ2
CB ¼ φ2

1 þ
φ2
2 and tan ζ ¼ φ2=φ1.
The first step in determining YB in CoBBG is to solve the

Boltzmann equations in Eq. (35f). We note that, without a
source term for any of the T, Q, or U densities, there exists
a linear combination of their Boltzmann equations for
which the right-hand side vanishes, i.e.,

vwðT 0 þQ0 þU0Þ −DqðT 00 þQ00 þ U00Þ ¼ 0: ð41Þ
3Wewill take the resulting left-handed fermion density as input

into the EW sphaleron-driven equation for Bþ L below.
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Each of these densities diffuses in the plasma at the same
rate, which implies that this combination is locally con-
served. This means that

T þQþU ¼ 0; ð42Þ

thereby eliminating the need for explicit retention of the
transport equation for U ¼ −ðQþ TÞ. We then employ the
novel methods of Ref. [53] to directly solve the reduced set
of five Boltzmann equations analytically without recourse
to any assumption about the size of the 3-body rates.
For each of the densities, D ¼ fT;Q;H; B; Lg, we

assume the boundary conditions Dð�∞Þ ¼ 0. That is,
we assume that the electroweak phase transition in which
SUð3ÞC is restored occurs at a time much larger than the
diffusion time scale τD. For simplicity we also approximate
the relaxation rate ΓM near the bubble wall as a step
function

ΓMðzÞ ¼
	
0 z < 0 ðunbrokenÞ
ΓMð10LwÞ z > 0 ðbrokenÞ ; ð43Þ

where Lw is the width of the bubble wall and 10Lw is
simply a sufficient distance from the wall that ΓM has
become constant in the CoB phase. This produces a slight
underestimate of the baryon asymmetry, however the error
tends to be small [53]. In order to determine the numerical
values of ΓM and SðCPV;BLVÞ, we further require the full
space-time dependence of the CoB vev φCB and its angle
tan ζ across the bubble wall. A detailed calculation of this
dependence requires an involved analysis of the full scalar
potential, which we defer to future work. For simplicity, we
assume a kink profile [54–57]

vCBðzÞ ¼
ξT

2
ffiffiffi
2

p
�
1þ tanh

�
2α

z
Lw

��

ζðzÞ ¼ Δζ
2

�
1þ tanh

�
2α

z
Lw

��
ð44Þ

where we take α ¼ ξ ¼ 3=2. Following detailed calcula-
tions in the MSSM [58], we assume a conservative value
for Δζ≡ ζðTÞjz→∞ − ζðTÞjz→−∞ which we take to be
Δζ ¼ 0.01. Note that the BAU is directly proportional to
Δζ and the presence of scalar singlets can lift the value of
Δζ by an order of magnitude or more [59].
In Fig. 3 we present the charge densities for the case of a

maximal CP-violating phase, sin δ ¼ 1, a Yukawa coupling
of ỹ ¼ 0.1, and tree-level masses of mCðTÞ ¼ 250 GeV
and mHðTÞ ¼ 100 GeV. Moreover, to obtain these results
we have used the following phase transition parameters
T ¼ 250 GeV, Lw ¼ 10=T, and vw ¼ 0.05.
We now discuss calculation of the total baryon asym-

metry in the CoB phase. As previously stated, the baryon
asymmetry has two components. A space-time varying

asymmetry in B − L due to the spontaneous violation of
this conserved number within the color-broken phase and
the usual component that arises from a total left-handed
number density which biases electroweak sphalerons ahead
of the advancing bubble wall producing a net Bþ L
asymmetry. Note that deep within the color-broken phase
Bþ L is effectively conserved and this asymmetry will
persist into the electroweak phase.
In Figs. 4 and 5 we show how the baryon asymmetry

varies as a function of space-time for various values of the
leptoquark tree level mass and coupling respectively. The
dotted lines in these figures are the contribution to the BAU
from the electroweak mechanism, whereas the solid lines
are the space-time varying contribution from spontaneous
breaking of B − L. The total B − L is zero but there is a
nonzero density inside the bubble. Note that the coordinate
system is the rest frame of the bubble wall; the B − L

FIG. 3. Charge densities of all relevant species for mCðTÞ ¼
800 GeV, T ¼ 250 GeV, mHðTÞ ¼ 100 GeV, sin δ ¼ 1, ỹ ¼
0.1, Lw ¼ 10=T, and vw ¼ 0.05. Region of positive (negative)
z denotes the region of broken (unbroken) SUð3ÞC × SUð2ÞL.

FIG. 4. Variation in BAU due to mCðTÞ as a function of the
space-time variable z normalized by the Hubble length. The BAU
has two components: a space-time varying component due to the
spontaneous violation of baryon asymmetry and a component due
to the EWBG mechanism. The space-time varying component
barely penetrates the bubble wall compared to the Hubble length.
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density is therefore trapped inside the bubble diluting as the
bubble grows. We normalize the space-time variable by the
Hubble length at the time of nucleation to highlight that
the B − L contribution is very small. Generally, we find that
the space-time varying B − L density vanishes at about one
trillionth of the Hubble length at the time of nucleation. A
significant dilution of this already tiny contribution occurs
by the time of recombination. From these figures we see
that one can easily produce the BAU for a large range of
parameter space during the color-breaking phase transition.
The BAU monotonically decreases with mCðTÞ=T but
increases with ỹ. The dependence on mCðTÞ=T is gentle
indicating a weak dependence on the leptoquark mass. This
is explained by the fact that the leptoquark masses do not
enter the functions for the CPV sources; they only appear in
the relaxation term ΓC.

V. PHENOMENOLOGY

A. LHC constraints

At T ¼ 0, the colored scalars, C1 and C2, are produced
through their strong interactions at the LHC. Under the
assumption given in Eq. (6), the scalar decay modes are
χ2=3 → bRτL and χ−1=3 → bRντL with unit branching ratios.
The CMS Collaboration has recently placed limits on scalar
leptoquarks which dominantly decay into these modes by
studying their pair production. The dominant pair produc-
tion mechanisms at the LHC for these colored scalars are
through gluon-gluon fusion and quark-antiquark annihila-
tion, for which the cross sections depend only on the scalar
mass. At

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 8 TeV, limits have been derived on colored
scalars decaying to bRτL [60] using an integrated lumi-
nosity of 12.9 fb−1. A unit branching ratio was assumed
and upper limits on the production cross sections were set
at the 95% C.L., yielding the bound of mC2=3

≥ 850 GeV.

Limits on leptoquarks decaying in the bRν̄τ mode derived
by the ATLAS Collaboration are mC−1=3

≥ 640 GeV [31].
Aside from direct searches, the colored scalars of

CoBBG can also be searched for indirectly by examining
their effects on the rates for production and decay of the SM
Higgs. At the 1-loop level, their SUð3ÞC charges enable
them to interfere with top quark loops in gluon-gluon
fusion production of the SM Higgs. Also, their Uð1ÞEM
charges enable them to interfere with both top quark and
W� loops in Higgs-to-diphoton decay. The modifications
of these rates are best expressed as ratios with the
SM-valued rates, RγγðRggÞ≡ Γγγ=ΓSM

γγ ðσgg=σSMgg Þ. At lead-
ing, nontrivial order, one has

Rγγ ¼
jF1ðτWÞ þ 4

3
F1=2ðτtÞ þ Nc

P
iQ

2
EMξCi

F0ðτCi
Þj2

jF1ðτWÞ þ 4
3
F1=2ðτtÞj2

Rgg ¼
jF1=2ðτtÞ þ

P
iξCi

F0ðτCi
Þj2

jF1=2ðτtÞj2
; ð45Þ

where we sum over the contributions of each colored scalar.
Here, we have defined τi ¼ 4m2

i =m
2
h,

ξCi
¼ 2

λHCi

g1

M2
W

m2
Ci

; ð46Þ

QEM is the electric charge of the scalar Ci, and all loop
functions are defined in Ref. [61]. The parameters λHCi

are
the couplings associated with the Higgs portal operator
H†HC†

i Ci. While they do not directly enter the transport
computation, they are nevertheless important for the phase
transition dynamics.
Using these ratios, we construct the set of signal rates

μXX associated with Higgs measurements, relative to pure
SM-Higgs expectations, i.e.,

μXX ¼ σ · BR
σSM · BRSM : ð47Þ

Each signal rate is a function of the Higgs portal couplings
λHCi

and scalar masses mCi
and, for simplicity, we assume

that all scalars are degenerate in mass and share the same
λHC. We then impose constraints on these parameters by
performing a global χ2 fit to the current Higgs data4 using

χ2ðλHC;mCÞ ¼
X
X

�
μobsXX − μXX
ΔμobsXX

�
2

; ð48Þ

where μobsi (Δμobsi ) are the (uncertainties in the) observed
signal rates. The resulting 95% C.L. limit on the

FIG. 5. Variation in BAU due to yLQ as a function of the space-
time variable z normalized by the Hubble length. The BAU has
two components: a space-time varying component due to the
spontaneous violation of baryon asymmetry and a component due
to the EWBG mechanism. The space-time varying component
barely penetrates the bubble wall compared to the Hubble length.

4Aside from [62–64], which uses 13 TeV data, the most up-to-
date signal strengths are taken from 7 and 8 TeV data in Ref. [65].
We use the 13 TeV signal strengths and uncertainties unless the
data are unavailable.
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parameters, shown in Fig. 6, implies that, for scalar masses
above the current direct search limits (mC ≳ 500 GeV), a
wide range of λHC is open. We also include future projected
limits expected from the HL-LHC [66–69], represented by
the solid and dashed black contours in Fig. 6.

B. Electric dipole moments

Searches for permanent electric dipole moments (EDMs)
provide constraints on the CP-violating phases necessary
for producing a baryon asymmetry. (See, e.g., Ref. [11]
and references therein. For other recent EDM reviews,
see [70–73].) Here, we consider EDM constraints on the
CP-violating phases present in the leptoquark couplings,
yi. We find that improvements in experimental sensitivity
by many orders of magnitude would be needed to probe
the full parameter space of the specific CoB scenario
discussed here.
We work in the effective field theory framework where

weak scale particles, t, W�, Z, H, and C1;2 are considered
heavy and integrated out. The effective Lagrangian that
results from this is a sum of fermion EDMs, chromo-EDMs
(CEDMs), and the three-gluon Weinberg operator [74],

LCPV ¼ −
i
2
dff̄σμνγ5fFμν −

i
2
d̃qgsq̄iσμνγ5ðTaÞijqjGa

μν

þ gs
CW

Λ2
fabcGa

μνG̃
bνλGcμ

λ þ H:c: ð49Þ

Here, Fμν (Ga
μν) is the photon (gluon) field strength, G̃a

μν ≡
1
2
ϵμναβGaαβ is the dual field strength (with ϵ0123 ¼ þ1), and

Ta and fabc are the full SUð3ÞC generators and structure
constants, respectively. Finally, Λ is the BSM scale that has
been explicitly factored out, whereas the coefficients of the
dipole operators retain dimensions of one inverse power of
the mass. We will assume that the QCD θ term, arising at
dimension-four in the SM, is removed by the Peccei-Quinn

mechanism [75]. Moreover, we do not consider CP-odd
four-fermion interactions (generated by tree-level C1;2

exchange) as all couplings to first- and second-generation
fermions are suppressed.
Elementary fermion EDMs and CEDMs originate first at

the 3-loop level from the three loop, Barr-Zee type graphs
shown in Fig. 7(a). This loop suppression arises from the
need for a different phase in the Yukawa vertices in the
fermion loop. Such a diagram requires mixing of C1;2
mixing through Higgs portal interactions.5 Naive dimen-
sional analysis yields for the electron EDM

de ≃ e
αEM
4π

Imðy1y2Þ
ð4πÞ4

mem2
b

m4
C

∼ 5 × 10−36Imðy1y2Þ
�
TeV
mC

�
4

e · cm: ð50Þ

The scaling with m−4
C is not surprising, since the C1 − C2

mixes via a hH†Hi insertion from a Higgs portal in
the scalar potential. For mC ¼ 500 GeV this gives
de ∼ 10−34Imðy1y2Þ e · cm, far below even the recent
ACME bound jdej < 8.7 × 10−29 e · cm [76], leaving the
CP-odd phases unconstrained. Accordingly, we neglect
all fermion (chromo-)EDMs.
The neutron EDM receives contributions from the quark

EDM and chromo-EDM operators as well as the Weinberg
three-gluon operator. For the light quarks, the (chromo-)
EDMs will be enhanced compared to de by mq=me ∼ 10,
where mq is the light quark mass. The resulting contribu-
tion will, nevertheless, be far too small to be experimentally
relevant.

FIG. 6. Shaded region represents the allowed (mC; λHC) param-
eter space from current LHC Higgs measurements at the
95% C.L. The dashed (dotted) lines represent the 95% C.L.
projected sensitivity to this parameter space at the 300 fb−1

(3 ab−1) high luminosity LHC.

(a) (b)

FIG. 7. Panel (a): Fermion EDMs and chromo-EDMs arise at
the 3-loop level, precluding any resulting constructive bounds on
the parameter space from these sources. Panel (b): The neutron
EDM is sensitive to CP violation in CoBBG through the
Weinberg operator. Next-generation experiments searching for
neutron EDMs require an improvement of roughly Oð103Þ in
order to test the CoBBG scenario.

5Note that inclusion of unsuppressed first- and second-gen-
eration leptoquark interactions gives rise to one-loop elementary
fermion (chromo-)EDMs.
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The neutron EDM, dN , and the isoscalar P and T odd
pion-nucleon coupling ḡ0π are both sensitive to the
Weinberg operator. Following Ref. [71], one can relate
both dN and ḡ0π to the Wilson coefficient of the Weinberg
operator,

dN ¼ v2

m2
C
Im½CW �βG̃ ð51Þ

ḡ0π ¼
v2

m2
C
Im½CW �γG̃ ð52Þ

where

βG̃ ¼ ½2 − 40� × 10−7e · fm; γG̃ ¼ ½1 − 10� × 10−6:

ð53Þ

Based on the diagram in Fig. 7(b), we estimate CW at the
weak scale, obtaining

CW ¼ g2s
ð4πÞ4 Imðy1y2Þf

�
m2

C

m2
b

�
: ð54Þ

Here, f is a 2-loop function which we identify with that
calculated in Ref. [77]. We emphasize that, since the
internal scalar lines themselves have SUð3ÞC charge and
can also emit gluons, the true loop function inevitably
differs from that of Ref. [77]. However, we expect such
contributions to be suppressed relative to Eqs. (51) and (52)
due to their explicit momentum dependence, so we persist
for now with the above estimate.
Following Refs. [78–80], the running of the Weinberg

operator coefficient from the weak scale to the hadronic
scale is given by

CWðMQCDÞ ¼
�

αsðMWÞ
αsðMQCDÞ

�
γG=ð2β0Þ

CWðMWÞ: ð55Þ

with anomalous dimension γG ¼ Nc þ 2nf þ β0, β0 ¼
11 − 2=3nf, and nf≡ the number of active quark flavors.
As heavy quark flavors are integrated out at their respective
masses, threshold effects arise [81], inducing a shift in CW
proportional to the corresponding CEDM. In particular,
such a shift occurs at the b-quark mass threshold and can
lead to significant effects if d̃b can be generated at the
1-loop level. However, asC1;2 couple only to bR, generation
of d̃b still arises from the Bar-Zee graphs in Fig. 7(a),
rendering the resulting shift completely negligible.
The resulting estimates for the neutron EDM and ḡ0π are

then

dN ≈ ½3 − 60� × 10−25
v2

m2
C
Imðy1y2Þf

�
m2

C

m2
b

�
e · cm

ḡ0π ≈ ½1.5 − 15� × 10−11
v2

m2
C
Imðy1y2Þf

�
m2

C

m2
b

�
ð56Þ

which, formC ¼ 500 GeV, gives dN ≃ 10−28Imðy1y2Þ. The
current upper limit on the neutron EDM is set at the
90% C.L. as jdnj < ½2.9 − 3.0� × 10−26 e · cm [82,83],
implying that next-generation neutron EDM experiments
require improvements of Oð102–103Þ to directly probe the
CP violation responsible for baryon production during
the CoB phase transition. The current upper limit on the
isoscalar coupling is jḡ0πj < 3.8 × 10−12 [73], and we
similarly find we are at least two orders of magnitude
below this bound for a leptoquark mass of 500 GeV.
Therefore, contributions to EDMs are indeed constrained
within our model. However, we make the following two
caveats regarding our analysis:
(1) Under our current assumption of a CP-conserving

potential, the operators responsible for C1;2 mixing
do not themselves contribute a phase, and thus
precision measurements of EDMs directly constrain
the phase responsible for baryon production during
the CoB transition. If this assumption is relaxed, the
connection between the CP violation responsible for
baryon production and that appearing in EDMs
becomes less clear.

(2) The values of βG̃ and γG̃ are quite uncertain and span
an order of magnitude.

We leave a thorough calculation of each EDM as well as
consideration of these issues to a future project.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

EWBG links the generation of the cosmic baryon
asymmetry to electroweak symmetry breaking in the early
Universe. In contrast to other theoretically well-motivated
scenarios, it is one of the most testable, since it involves
new weak scale physics. Not surprisingly, null results for
permanent EDMs as well as new particle searches at the
LHC tightly constrain EWBG models.
In this work we have relaxed the assumption that today’s

symmetries have always been symmetries of nature
throughout our cosmic history [16–26]. We specifically
examine the possibility that SUð3ÞC was broken for a
period and then subsequently restored [25]. This frame-
work of CoB represents a new EWBG paradigm. We have
presented an implementation of this framework that suc-
cessfully reproduces the BAU without significant fine-
tuning while evading present experimental constraints.
The framework is still testable because the leptoquark
couplings cannot be arbitrarily small, nor can their masses
be arbitrarily heavy.
In CoB, the BAU is generated during an intermediate

color breaking phase transition. We consider the case where
color-breaking fields couple to SM fermions so as to avoid
stable colored relics. Furthermore, in our implementation
the interaction between the color-breaking fields and
the standard model fermions conserve B − L. As such,
the spontaneous breaking and restoration of SUð3ÞC is
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associated with spontaneous breaking and restoration of
B − L. However, during the color-breaking transition a
Bþ L asymmetry is generated through the electroweak
mechanism which persists even when B − L is restored.
The contribution from the spontaneous violation of B − L
is negligible as any such contribution is quickly relaxed
away from the bubble wall.
We conclude by noting that our particular implementa-

tion of CoB was a proof of concept. There are other
possible implementations of CoB and to truly test the
viability of any particular model one would need to
simultaneously examine the phase transition and the

transport dynamics. We leave such an examination to future
work.
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